Superintendents square off over GCSAA's certification program.  
BY CHRISTOPHER S. GRAY SR. AND RAFAEL BARAJAS

Seeds Planted for Improved Market
Times have been tough, but seed companies expect a turnaround.  
By Anthony Pioppi

Waterproof
Bethpage Black's Craig Currier refuses to let Biblical rains dampen his spirit at this year's U.S. Open.  
By Larry Aylward

About the cover
Golfdom's Art Director Caro Parkhill designed our cover with a great debate in mind.

Looking for Work
Unemployed superintendents face difficult challenges in a bad job market.  
By John Walsh

Online Exclusives
Listen to these podcasts only at www.golfdom.com:

Make a Film, Make a Statement – Want to make an artistic statement and win some good money in the process? Then listen to this podcast with Rain Bird’s Jennifer Riley-Chetwynd, who manages Rain Bird’s Intelligent Use of Water initiatives. She will tell you how to enter the Intelligent Use of Water Film Competition, now in its third year.

Dealing With Dreaded Disease  – Kyle Miller, the senior technical specialist for BASF Corporation, sheds light on how to diagnose and combat turf disease outbreaks.